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Caution 

▲ It is prohibited to connect the host instrument with 380V three-phase AC or DC power 
supply. 
 
▲Make sure of grounding well for the relay test set before testing in case of damage 
caused by Electrostatic induction. There is the icon  to indicating well grounding at the 

right bottom of each interface Please check the grounding linking if showing picture . 
 
 
▲ External voltage source or current source is forbidden to be conducted into the output 
terminals of voltage/current of the relay test set. 
 
▲ The voltage circuit can not be short circuit or overload, and the load of the current circuit 
should meet Impedance values given by the technical parameters so that it can prevent the 
overload from affecting the testing results. 
 
▲ When there is overload or short-circuit in the voltage source, the relay test set will 
automatically shut down the amplifier power and testing, and give out some warning signal. 
 
▲ When the heavy current output has been continued for a long while and the power 
amplifier temperature is over high, K68 series will automatically shut down the amplifier 
power supply and give out warning signal. At that time, the test will not be continued until 
the amplifier power is cooling to the normal degree. 
 
▲ If there is any fault was detected on the relay test set; please contact the factory or the 
local agent for repair issue instead of open the box without any approval. 
 
▲ If there is any emergency during the test, please right away exit out the button of 
OUTPUT which is on the front panel, then shut down the power supply of the host. 
 
▲ The relay test set is supposed to put into the transport box on condition it has not been 
used. 
 
Attached: the manual applies to online test software of models K68 & K68i, use instructions 
of all the functional modules are listed and different according to the customer demands. 
And so the customer should find the corresponding instruction refer to the functions 
purchased when using the tester. Please contact the supplier if have any questions. 
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Chapter 1 Software Setup and PC Connection 
1.1 Software Setup 

The testing software of K68 series products supports WINDOWS 98/2000/ Windows XP 

operating system. After the installation CD of the testing software is put into the CD-ROM, 

the system will automatically activate the installation program, or please directly 

double-click on the file named K68_setup.exe of the folder ‘K68 Series installation program’ 

in CD-ROM drive, and then the installation interface is as shown in Fig. 1.1-1. 
 

 
Fig. 1.1-1 Software Installation 

Click ‘Next’ in Fig. 1.1-1 and enter the shown interface in Fig. 1.1-2 and then click ‘Cancel’ 
to stop installing. 

 
Fig. 1.1-2  Select the path to install software 
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Fig. 1.1-3 System prompt---create a folder  

Click ‘Next’ to start installing the software shown in Fig. 1.1-3, then user will see the 

interface shown in Fig. 1.1-4 till the whole installation completes. 

 
Fig. 1.1-4 Software Installation 
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Fig.1.1-5 Software Installation 
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1.2 PC Connection 

Make sure that the relay test set has been connected with PC before running the software 

to test. 
① Please connect K68 series relay test set to PC by network cable, or put both the relay 

test set and PC under the same local area network. 

② Switch on the both two power supply of relay test set and PC. 

③ PC, Mouse-click on the main interface of Windows: Start---Program---K3063i Protection 

Relay Test System--- K68-RelayTest, double-click to get the access to the main menu of the 

software  

Should PC Connect is well done, then user can see the green icon  at the top left corner 

of the software interface when user enter any one of the testing modules. 

Should PC Connect is failed, then user can see the red icon  at the top left corner of the 

software interface when user enter any one of the testing modules. 

So please check the following possible hitch 

① If the plug of network cable is firmly connected. 

②If it is correct for the setting of IP address of main interface of the software (please refer 

to the Chapter 5 about IP Setting). 
 

 
Examples of what K68 Series can test: 

Items IEEE NO. 
Overcurrent relays 50/76 

Inverse time overcurrent relays 51 

Undercurrent relays 37 

Ground fault relays 50 

Directional overcurrent relays 67 

Directional ground fault relays 67N 

Overvoltage relays 59 

Undervoltage relays 27 

Directional voltage relays 91 

Directional power relays 32 

Power factor relays 55 

Differential protection (differential circuits) 87 

Distance protection equipment (phase by phase) 21 

Negative sequence overcurrent relays 46N 
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Motor overload protection 51/86 

Automatic reclosing devices   79 

Tripping relays 94 

Voltage regulating relays  

Overimpedance relays, Z>  

Underimpedance relays, Z  

Time-delay relays  

 

 
Fig. 1.2-1 Main menu 

 
Click【Config】, set the same IP address of the interface and the K68 micro relay protection 
tester. 

 
Fig. 1.2-2 Main menu 
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Chapter 2 Description of Testing Operation 

2.1 System Main Menu 

After the running of K68 series software, the main menu is shows as below:   

 
        Fig. 2.1－1 Operation menu 

User can click by mouse at any one of the icon of the modules to get an access to it; or 

use Tab key of the keyboard of PC to select the module to be entered.  

Note: the interface of the function modules will be updated along with the improvement of 

the software. As a result, suggest user shall refer to the current software version number. 
Have functional verification of the soft firstly before running it , click【CD-KEY】, the following 

interface will be poped, click【Open file】, choose the corresponding license file in the file 

choose box poped up. The file name is Access.lic, or , all the application modules will not 

be available. 
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Fig. 2.1－2 Crack manage 
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2.2 Basic Operations and brief view of parameters 

2.2.1 Basic Operations 

（1） ＋ Add 
Click ‘＋Add(F2)’ button and the chosen variable is increased gradually in accordance with 

the set step length. 
（2） －Sub 

Click ‘－Sub(F3)’ button, and the chosen variable is decreased gradually in accordance 

with the set step length. 
（3） Pgdn 

Click ‘Pgdn (F4)’ button, and switch to another Parameter Setup interface.   
（4） Run 

Click ‘Run (F1)’ button, and start the testing. 
（5） Stop 

Click ‘Stop (F1)’ button, and switch to stop the testing. 
（6） Save 

Click ‘Save (F5)’ button, spring out ‘save’ interface. In the interface of ‘save’, save the 

tested parameters or import the tested parameters previously saved and delete 

parameters. 
（7） Report 

When springing out ‘Report (F6) ‘interface, user can save, view or delete the report. 
（8） Graph Manage 

Click the right key of mouse on the interface of ‘Graph Manage’ and spring out ‘Graph 

Manage’ interface, saving graphs or check graph. 
（9） Binary Input (digital Input) 

Binary input: the potential and the electric volume of the input switch has directionality, 

under the normal circumstance, suggest using the dead contact.  

Negative terminals of Binary Input terminals A, B, C are all connected one another, and not 

connected with the neutral terminal ‘N’ of voltage and current output terminal as well as no 

connect with the ground wire (such as panel, machine box); that is the suspending ground. 

Binary Input terminal is compatible with the dead contact and the potential (10-250V). 

However, the input of the charged contact has directionality (refer to item 1.6 above for the 

detail).  
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（10）Binary Output  

Binary Output: Pulse signal will be triggered from the relay test set so that it can start some 

function of the protective relays, and then it realize synchronization or delay timing. 

 
（11） Load 

Switch the light load and heavy load of the instrument. Generally, the output of instrument is 

light load; when it request bigger resistance value with load or the heavier output current of 

relay test set, suggest switching the state of the heavy load before testing. 

 
（12）Exit  

Click ‘Exit (F7)’ button, and exit the testing menu and return to the main menu. 

2.2.2 Terms definition for test time settings 

Pre-fault time : Before each subtest item starts, the relay test set always outputs a certain 

period of time called *** (i.e. empty load state) which ensure the protective 

contacts is reliably drop off and that the reclose is prepared. Thus, this time 

setting is bigger than the drop-off time of protective relay (include the charge 

time of reclose), usually its value is at around 20s...25s. 

Fault time: the time from the moment when entering the fault state to the moment when 

test is over, covering the time for reclose and permanent trip. 

Interval time: After one subtest item is finished during the test, the relay test set will stop 

output until the interval time is over; then the test set will go on to do the next 

test item. 

Hold time: Set the output holding time for each state, generally, the settings of hold time is 

bigger than the action time of the protective relay. 

Step time: When automatic testing, the time of each step change when variable change 

from the start value to the end value; the automatic time setting usually should 

be more than action time and Return time of the protection relay. Maximum 

automatic testing time is set to 1000s. When manually testing, users can 

decide the time of each step changing. 

Timer startup mode: set the trigger mode for the calculagraph. When meeting the 

condition of trigger, then the calculagraph will start, there are 17 kinds in 

total for calculagraph starts time-counting. 

Timer stop mode: when the timer begins to count, if meeting the condition of stop, then the 

calculagraph will stop, there are 17 kinds in total for calculagraph stopping. 
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Deglitch: Generally, it can be set to 10…15 ms and this kind of time parameter is to set 
prevent the protection contact from jittering which affect the tested result in the process of 
testing when it is the automatic test; and the located state will be recognized only when the 
reclosed contact or the lasting disconnection meets the set time. 

M: Input 0.9 and the protection is reliable without action, input 1.1 and the protection is 

reliable with action, and input 1.2 to test the protection action time. 
 

2.2.3 Test trigger mode or start mode 

 
Key-press trigger: after test start, select by manual to determine whether to enter the fault 

state or not. 
Time trigger: Enter the fault state after the relay test set finished its output under some 

state for a certain period.  

Contact #4 over-turn starting: automatically entering the next state when contact #4 

receives the signal of protective action. 

 

2.2.4 Setting of binary i/o 

Binary input logic: there are two options, namely are ‘logic or’ and ‘logic and’. Logic or 

means action signal is perceived on condition any one of the eight selected 

binary input contacts meet the requirement; logic and means action signal is 

perceived on condition all of the eight selected binary input contacts meet the 

requirement; Given that one binary input terminal is selected, then same effect 

for logic or and logic and. 

Definition of Binary input: Three pairs binary input are namely 1, 2, 3 is able to define as 

(protective) trip 1, trip 2, trip 3or triplet trip signal while user can close its enability. 

No more testing the state change of the binary input contact during the test. 

Binary input 4 is generally perceived as reclose binary input signal, K30 series 

has another four pairs of binary input contacts 5, 6, 7, 8. 

Binary output: K30 series is able to output binary input by the four pairs of binary output 

contacts at the front panel of K30 series. 
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2.2.5 Parameters 

Nominal voltage: to protect PT secondary side, usually set as 57.735V. 

Nominal frequency: the real-time frequency of voltage/current under the prevailing fault 

state. 

Loaded current: the amplitude value of current under the normal state, usually set as 0. 

Loaded phase: the phase of current under the normal state. 

The start angle of Shortcircuit: the angle between the transient short-circuit voltage and 

short-circuit current before entering the fault. 

Reclose delay: the reclosed time of the circuit breaker simulator; the relay test set will wait 

for one section of the Bin. I/O reclose delay after receiving reclose action signal, and then 

switch voltage volume and current volume to the post-reclose state. It can be set 0 S if the 

circuit breaker is being connected. 

Trip delay: the open time of the circuit breaker simulator; the relay test set will wait for one 

section of the open delay of Bin. I/O after receiving the protective trip signal, and 

then switch voltage and current to the post-trip state. It can be set 0 S if the 

circuit breaker is connected. 

DC-offset: when setting the overlapping non-periodic weight/heft there is an attenuated DC 

weight/heft overlapping in sine signal during the startup moment. If the impedance angle of 

the circuit equals the impedance angle of the system, when, there is no attenuated DC 

voltage weight/heft. When the mode option to be calculated is constant voltage or constant 

current mode, and there is no DC voltage weight/heft. Under ‘Random’, since it is the 

manual setup current and voltage value, the effect on non-periodic weight/heft will not be 

considered when computing. The starting value of non-periodic voltage and current 

weight/heft is relevant to the hour when the short-circuit happens, that is to say the hour of 

short-circuit that happens is relevant to the starting phase angle (the closed angle) of power 

voltage. 

 

2.2.6 Visual interface brief of online operation 

 

 
Fig. 2.2-2 Main interface of AC current and distance 
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：the icon for succeeding in online;  ：the icon for failure of online 
：the icon for well grounding; ：the icon for failure of grounding 

Run(F1) ：the icon to start the test; the green icon will turn Stop(F1)  after the test starts; 

Press the red  icon to end the test. 
Load ：the icon to switch the light load to heavy load for the relay test set，and light load 

is default state of green icon; Load ：it means it is heavy load state.  

：，it means it is heavy load state. 

：Click ‘＋Add(F2)’ button and the chosen variable is increased gradually in 

accordance with the set step length.  
：Click ‘－Sub(F3)’ button, and the chosen variable is decreased gradually in 

accordance with the set step length. 
：Double-click on the ‘Save (F5)’ button, spring out ‘save’ interface. In the interface 

of ‘save’, user saves the test parameters or import the pre-tested parameters. 

：Double-click on the ‘Report (F6) button, user can save, view or delete the report. 

：Exit this module and Return to the Main menu of the relay testing software 

system. 
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2.3 Test steps 

2.3.1 Select the testing modules 

Take example with Distance Plus shown as Fig. 2.3-1 

 

 
Fig. 2.3-1 Distance Plus 

2.3.2 Test connection 

The terminals of relay or the protection relays for test is connected with the corresponding 

output terminals of the current or voltage of relay test set by wires. And to connect the open/ 

reclose contacts of the relay or to connect the output contacts of the protection relays with 

Binary Input terminals of the relay test set by wire, shown as Fig. 2.3-2. 
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Fig. 2.3-2 Test connection graph 

 

2.3.3 Select fault type and shortcircuit impedance multiple and 

set up the impedance fixed value 

Able to finish all tests of the selected fault types at one time. Able to select all fault types, or 

also be able to select some of the target fault types, and then tick off them. To select each 

section of shortcircuit impedance multiplier according to testing needs, tick off the target 

ones, and user can modify the multiple at discretion shown as Fig. 2.3-3, set up the 

impedance fixed/set value of the sheet shown as Fig.2.3-4.  

 
Fig. 2.3-3 Fault type and impedance multiple setting 
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Fig. 2.3-4 Impedance fixed value setting 

2.3.4 Basic parameters setting 

These parameters may not found in the fixed value sheet of protection relay, such as 

nominal voltage, fault time, test triggering mode etc., but whether parameters setting is 

correct or wrong will straightly affect the test results as shown in the Fig. 2.3-5. 

 
Fig. 2.3-5  Setting of basic parameters of the test 

 

2.3.5 Test mode setting and the relevant parameters. 

Click ‘Pgdn’, to select count model, there are three kinds, namely are current 

constant/invariable, voltage constant/invariable, impedance constant/invariable; Usually, 

we select the mode of current constant (Please refer to 4.6 Distance about the detailed 

description of the relevant count models). To select zero sequence compensation factor, 

user have two options: Re/Rl&Xe/Xl and Kl; To make it reasonable to set shortcircuit 

current of each section according to the amount of impedance fixed value of 

corresponding section as shown in the Fig. 2.3-6. 

Note 1: must select the correct zero sequence compensation factor, especially when it is 

about grounding shortcircuit fault calculated by zero sequence compensation factor and 

shortcircuit voltage. Whether it is the correct selection or not will effect the test 

results(China State Grid South Auto, Peking SIFANG, XJ will adopt the compensation 
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mode of Re/Rl&Xe/Xl for the line distance protection relay; while Nanjing Nari Relay, 

Shenzhen Nari adopt compensation mode of Kl for the line distance protection ) 

Note 2: the setting of the amount of shortcircuit current will be set according to the 

amount of impedance value of each section. To prevent excessive small amount of 

impedance value of the fixed vaule, which further result in no judgment for the sampling 

of protection relay which caused by the excessive small amount of shortcircuit voltage 

output by relay test set, then user shall increase the shortcircuit current of this section. 

Vice versa, to prevent excessive big amount of impedance value of the fixed value, which 

further result in no judgment of protection relay whether there is line fault which caused 

by the excessive big amount of shortcircuit voltage output by relay test set, then user 

shall reduce the shortcircuit current of this section. 

 
Fig. 2.3-6 Test mode and test parameters setting 

2.3.6 Setup of the definition of binary input    

The different testing items of protection relay, the corresponding bin. I/O will have different 

setup. The modes of reclose brake of the protection relay are namely comprehensive 

reclose (separate phase trip), triplet reclose (triplet mode); the setup of bin. I/O shall be in 

accordance with the reclose modes. For instance, the protection is about triplet mode, 

binary input terminal 1, 2, 3 will be set as triplet, the output terminals of protective trip are 

connected with any one of the 1, 2, 3. Reclose contact connect to contact ; Take example 

with comprehensive mode protection, binary output terminal 1, 2, 3 are supposed to be 

connected with trip 1, trip 2, trip 3 of the output terminals of protective trip. Reclose contact 

connect to contact 4 as shown in the Fig. 2.3-7. 

 
Fig. 2.3-7 The definition of binary input 
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2.3.7 Setup of binary output 

The setup of binary output will be set in accordance with the testing requirements of 

protection relay. Such as the test for high frequency protection, binary output will be 

connected to the high frequency signal contacts, to simulate the reception time of high 

frequency signal by the reclose time of binary output. When the reclose time of binary 

output is over, high frequency protection starts and trip as shown in the Fig. 2.3-8. 

 
Fig. 2.3-8 Setting of binary output 

 

2.3.8 The setup of PT, CT 

Set up the position of PT, CT (Please refer to 4.6 Distance about the decryption of the 

definition of the position of PT/CT as shown in the Fig. 2.3-9) 

 
Fig. 2.3-9 Setting of the position of PT/CT 

2.3.9 Start test and save report 

    1. Click the icon Run(F1) to start the test, and display the test results in the column of 

Results, roll the horizontal bar to check more testing information such as action time etc 

as shown in the Fig. 2.3-10. 

 
Fig. 2.3-10 Test results display 

    2. Click the icon Stop(F1)  to stop the test whenever user wants to stop output during the 

test. After the test is finished, the dialog box  will auto pop out, and 

user click Y to save the test report and then another box will be pop out as shown in the 

Fig.2.3-11. 
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Fig. 2.3-11  Report management 

    3. Click the icon  to save the report, click the icon  to browse the report 

as shown in the Fig. 2.3-12. 
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Fig. 2.3-12 Test report 

2.3.10 Save & load the test parameters 

Click the icon  to pop out the box as shown in the Fig. 2.3-13. To input the name 

of parameters, click the icon  to save parameters so that it will help a lot for user to 

directly load the same parameters when user test the same protection relay the next time. 

To select the parameters to be loaded, just click the icon . 
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Fig. 2.3-13 Software interface of Parameter management 
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2.4 DC Relays Testing 

Able to do various test by manual or by automation. The relay test set can both output DC 

voltage and DC current as shown in the Fig. 2.4-1 

 

 
Fig. 2.4-1 DC Test 

2.4.1 Parameter 

Voltage output: 0-300V, optional switching between DC and AC, output 0-300V DC voltage 
from U(+) and U(-), DC current output 0 -20A. 
 
Output hold: press ‘Run’ in the tool bar, the tester outputs the voltage and current under 
initial state, at the same time, the tester confirms the initial state of binary I/O. Tick off the 
item ‘Output Hold’ and lock the current output state. Change the voltage or current value till 
the state when the action contact of protection could turn over. Cancel the tick-off at the 
‘Output Hold’, output the modified value and begin to count time, and start time-count until 
the protection action contact begin to turn over (after the contact is close or open), and then 
get the action time of protection relay.. 
 
 
2.4.2 Test device  
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Premises: the action contacts of the relay must connect to the binary input contact of the 
relay test set  
1. Manual mode testing action value and drop-off value (or called as return value) 

Select the manual test mode, either press the icon  or the icon  by 
manual, which enable the output of voltage/current to change in accordance with the 
increase or decrease of the step; and enable the relay to do from with non-action to action; 
record the action value, and further make relay do from action to non-action. And record the 
drop-off value (or called as return value) 
 
2. Auto mode to test action value and return value and return coefficient 
Change mode is to select action return,  set the start value(smaller than action return 
value), end value(bigger than action value), setup of auto test time (bigger than the 
calibrated action time) according to the amount of action value; Click the icon Run(F1) , 
relay test set will automatically increase the voltage and current according to the given step. 
This will continue till relay acts, and then to record action value, and then relay test set will 
auto decrease current/voltage according to the given step till the relay does not act, and 
then to record the return value(drop off value); the test is over, and it will automatically 
compute the return coefficient. 
3. Manual mode to test action value 
Set the start value as zero, and the step will be set as the value which enable relay to act, 

click the icon Run(F1) , press the icon  by manual, count the time when there is 
the output value, and it will stop count time till action contact turnover of relay, and to test 
the protection action time. 
 
4. Auto mode to test action value 
Change mode is to select action stop, set the start value as zero, and the step as the value 
which enable the relay to act. Auto test time is set as the time longer than calibrated action 
time of relay. Click the icon Run(F1) , and the relay test set will first output 0 V or 0 A, and 
then the hold time of the output will be set as auto time, and output voltage and current 
according to the given step along with time-counting. It will stop counting time when action 
contact of relay overturn, and we can test out the action time of protection relay. 
Time-counting graph as shown in the Fig. 2.4-2 

  
 

 
 

Fig.2.4-2 time-counting graph 
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5．To test action time by the output holding function 
   Click the icon Run(F1) , and set the non-action value of relay in the interface, or to set 
voltage value/current value under the beginning state of relay-action; and tick off at the 
icon , and the change of the value on the interface will continue till relay acts; 
then delete the tick at the icon , and output the modified value, and begin 
time-counting, it will stop time-counting till the action contact of relay get overturning. And in 
this way, we test out the action time of relay. 
 

2.4.3 Example one 

Test item: test action time by manual 
Relay name: Dz-31B Auxiliary relay 

Fixed value of relay: action value 110V, return value 100, action time 0.03s 

 
2.4.3.1 Test connection 

 

Ub connect to terminal+ 2 of voltage loop, Uc connect to terminal- 8 of voltage loop; 

Action/reclose contact 1, 3 of relay connect to the binary input A of the relay test set as 

shown in the Fig. 2.4-3. 

 
Fig. 2..4-3 Test connection Graph 

2.4.3.2 Parameter setting 
 

The parameters irrelevant to this test such as UA, UB, UC, Ua, IA, IB, IC, and suggest set 

them as zero as shown in the Fig. 2.4-4. 
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Fig. 2.4-4 The interface of testing parameters 

2.4.3.3 Start test 

 
1. Click the icon Run(F1) , and the relay test set output 0 V dc voltage 
2. Click the icon , the relay test set outputs 115.5V according to the step, holding its 

output time longer than the action time of output terminal of relay. 
3．Click the icon Stop(F1)  to stop the test. 

2.4.4 Example two 

Test item: auto mode to test action value 

Relay name: GL-7/6 model current relay 
Fixed value of relay: action value 5A, return value 4.5A, action time 0.03s 
 

2.4.4.1 Test connection 

    
 IA connect to terminal+ 2 of current loop, IN connect to terminal- 8 of current loop; Output 
contact 1, 3 of relay connect to the binary input 1 of the relay test set as shown in the Fig. 
2.4-3. 
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2.4.4.2 Parameter setting 

The parameters irrelevant to the test such as UA, UBC, IB, IC, suggest setting them as zero 

as shown in the Fig. 2.4-5. 

 
Fig.2.4-5 Parameters setting 

2.4.4.3 Start test 

1. Click the icon Run(F1)  to start the test, and the relay test set output 4A. 

2. Click the icon , IA will be gradually increased in accordance with the step. The 

holding time of each step will be longer than the action time of output terminal of relay 

3. Click Stop(F1)  to stop the test  
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2.5 AC Relays Testing 

Able to do various test by manual and by automation. The relay test set can both output AC 

voltage and AC current as shown in the Fig. 2.5-1. 

 
Fig. 2.5-1 AC Test Interface 

2.5.1 Specification description 

Ux output function: continuously adjustable, there are five kinds of setup modes, namely 
are +3U0, -3U0, + 3 *3U0 and - 3 *3U0,   

Output hold: press ‘Run’ in the tool bar, the tester outputs the voltage and current under 
initial state, at the same time, the tester confirms the initial state of binary I/O. Tick off the 
item ‘Output Hold’ and lock the current output state. Change the voltage or current value till the 
state when the action contact of protection could turn over. Cancel the tick-off at the ‘Output Hold’, output 
the modified value and begin to count time, and start time-count until the protection action contact begin 
to turn over (after the contact is close or open), and then get the action time of protection relay. 
 

2.5.2 Test device  

（Please refer to 2.4 DC test: 2.4.2） 
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2.5.3 Example one 

Test item: manual mode to test the action value 

Relay name: LL-9/3 

Fixed value of relay: action value 3A, return value 2.6A, action time 0.03s. 

 

2.5.3.1 Test connection 

IA connects to terminal+ 2 of current loop, IN connect to terminal- 8 of current loop; Output 
contact 1, 3 of relay connect to the binary input 1 of the relay test set as shown in the Fig. 
2.5-2. 

                    

Fig. 2.5-2 Test connection Graph 

2.5.3.2 Parameter setting 

The parameters irrelevant to the test such as UA, UB, UC, Ux, IB, IC,; suggest setting them 

as zero as shown in the Fig. 2.5-3.  
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Fig. 2.5-3 Settings of AC Current Amplitude Value 
 

2.5.3.3 Start test 

1. Click the icon Run(F1)  to start test, and the relay test set IA outputs 2.5A 

 

2. Click the icon , IA will be gradually increased in accordance with the step. The 

holding time of each step will be longer than the action time of output terminal of relay. 

It will continue till relay output terminals acts. And the relay test set will auto record 

the results. 

 
3． Click Stop(F1)  to stop the test 

 

2.5.4 Example two 

         

Test item: seek the action boundary by manual 
Relay name: LG-11 Power direction relay  
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2.5.4.1 Test connection 

UA connects to terminal 7 of voltage loop, UN connect to terminal 8 of voltage loop; IA 

connects to terminal 6 of current loop, IN connects to terminal 5 of current loop, 

 
 

2.5.4.2 Parameter setting 

Set the output value of UA at 50A, which is bigger than the voltage action value of relay, 
and the current output value is at 5 A as shown in the Fig. 2.5-4. 

 
 

Fig. 2.5-4 Parameters Settings of AC Current 
 

2.5.4.3 Start test 

1. Click the icon Run(F1) , and the relay test set UA outputs 50V, IA outputs 5A 

  2. Click the icon , the angle between UA and IA will be gradually decreased in 

accordance with the step. The holding time of each step will be longer than the action 

time of output terminal of relay. It will continue till relay output terminals acts. And then 

record the action boundary I 

  3. Click the icon , the angle between UA and IA will be gradually increased in 

accordance with the step. The holding time of each step will be longer than the action 
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time of output terminal of relay. It will continue till relay output terminals acts. And then 

record the action boundary II 

4. Click Stop(F1)  to stop the test 
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2.6 Distance Relays Testing 

Used for the calibration of fixed value of distance protection, which can test several points or single point 

at one time, and also can pre-scan the impedance characteristic curve according to the pre-set fixed 

value, see Fig. 2.6-1. 

 

 

Fig. 2.6-1 Distance plus 

 

2.6.1 Parameter description 

Pre-fault time: before each sub-test is started, the tester output a section of pre-fault time 

(no-load state), to make sure the reliable reversion of protection contact and 

make sure that reclose brake is ready. So the pre-fault time should be longer 

than the time of reversion time of protection (including the charge time of the 

reclose brake), generally is should be around 20-25s. 

 

Fault time: the time from the moment when entering the fault state to the moment when 
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test is over, covering the time for reclose and permanent trip. 

 

Reclose delay: the reclosed time of the circuit breaker simulator; the relay test set will wait 

for one section of the Bin. I/O reclose delay after receiving reclose action signal, 

and then switch voltage volume and current volume to the post-reclose state. It 

can be set 0 S if the circuit breaker is be connected. 

 

Break delay: the trip action time of circuit breaker simulator; the relay test set will based on 

the connection of the binary output, whenever on receipt of the trip signal of the 

protection relay, will be allowed to enter the after-trip state of voltage/current.  

 

The start angle of Shortcircuit: the angle between the transient short-circuit voltage and 

short-circuit current before entering the fault 

 

Multiple of short-circuit impedance: 
If the fixed multiple is 0.95, the protection should have reliable action; if 1.05, it should have 

no action, if 0.7, then it measures the action time of protection relay. 

The protection relay shall be reliable without action when setting the backward fault 

Setup of binary output: it is set according to the need of protection test. When testing the 

high frequency protection, it should connect the binary output to the high 

frequency signal contacts, and then to simulate the receiving time of the high 

frequency signal by using the closing time of binary output, and then high 

frequency protection starts and trips when the closing time of binary output is 

over. 

Definition of binary output: the binary output is set differently when test different times. In 

the circuit protection, the protection device has comprehensive reclosing 

(triggering per phase) and three-phase reclosing (triple mode). The binary 

output setup should be corresponding to the mode of reclosing. If it is triple 

mode, the binary output 1, 2 and 3 should be set as three tipping, and the output 

contact of protection can be connected to any one of 1, 2 and 3, and the 

reclosing contact connects to contact 4. If it is comprehensive type, the binary 

output 1, 2 and 3 should be connected to the output contact of triggering A, B 

and C, and the reclosing contact connects to contact 4. 
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2.6.2 Impedance calibration 

 
Able to test at one time for interphase type and grounding type of distance protections: 
section I, section II, section III of all kinds of fault types under different fault current  
 
1. Fill the interphase or grounding impedance fixed value based on the protection fixed 
value sheet. 
 
2. Tick off the target fault types. 
 
3. Set the multiple of short-circuit impedance. Short-circuit impedance = multiple of 
short-circuit impedance × fixed value of short-circuit impedance 
 
4. Select the counting mode and set up all sections of short-circuit current. 
5. Set fault time and the test-start mode etc. 

2.6.3 Example 

Test task: finish the test of grounding distance, fixed value calibration of same distance and 
action time one time. 
Protection device: GE Multilin-L90 differential protection device 
Fixed value of protection 
Same distance: section I – 1 ohm, section II – 2 ohm, section III – 3 ohm, 1S 
Distance of grounding: section I – 1 ohm, section II – 2 ohm, section III – 3 ohm, 1S 
Zero-sequence compensation factor: KL = 0 
Relay protection function: Enable Distance. Disable Zero sequence, Reclose, M-distance. 
 
 

2.6.3.1 Test connection 

1. Connect the output terminals of three-phase voltage and current of the test device with 

the corresponding input terminals of voltage and current of the protection device by test 

wire; 

2. The trip contact of the protection device is connected with Binary Input contact P2-5 and 

P2-6 of the relay test set, shown as the Fig. 2.6-2. 
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Fig. 2.6-2 Test connection 

2.6.3.2 Parameter setup 

1. Fill the fixed value of interphase and grounding impedance according to the fixed value 

of protection, shown as the Fig. 2.6-3. 

 
Fig. 2.6-3 Setup of fixed value of impedance 

2. Select the fault type, shown as the Fig. 2.6-4. 

 

Fig. 2.6-4  Setup of fault type 

3. Set the multiple of short-circuit impedance, shown as the Fig. 2.6-5. 
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Fig. 2.6-5 Multiple of short-circuit resistance setting 

1. Set the basic parameter, such as pre-fault time, fault time, test startup mode etc., shown 

as Fig. 2.6-6 

 
Fig. 2.6-6 Basic parameter 

2. Click ，then select the counting model, and then set the zero-sequence 

compensation factor and the amount of each short-circuit current, shown as Fig. 2.6-7. 

 
Fig. 2.6-7 Testing and fixed value of current setting 

3. Set the binary output and binary input, shown as Fig. 2.6-8 

 
Fig. 2.6-8 Setting binary output and binary input  

4. Set the PT/CT position, shown as Fig. 2.6-9 

 
Fig. 2.6-9 PT/CT position setting 
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2.6.3.3 Start testing 

Click Run(F1)  icon to start testing, and then save the report after finishing testing, shown 

as Fig. 2.6-10. 
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Fig. 2.6-10 Test report
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2.7 Harmonic Testing 

It can realize period component output of multi-time harmonic superposition, both the 

current and the voltage can output the fundamental wave and harmonic (2…20 orders). 

Each phase can superimpose 2…20 order on the fundamental wave. It also can test the 

ground protection of generator stator winding and the harmonic restraint differential relay, 

shown as Fig. 2.7-1. 

 
Fig. 2.7-1 The interface of Harmonic test 

2.7.1 Parameter Description 

1. Harmonic expression mode: There are two expression modes, one is amplitude 

expression, and the other is fundamental wave percent expression. The 

fundamental wave of each channel should be amplitude expression all 

the time. 

2. Testing mode: It can test by manual or by automation. 
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2.7.2 Example 

Test task: Test the harmonic restraint characteristic at the fixed point ( phase A of HV side 

harmonic restraint) 

Protection device: Nari ISA-387F digital transformer differential protection device. 

Fixed value of protection 
Fixed value of harmonic restraint rate：       0.2 

Fixed value of rate differential threshold ：   1.5A 

Fixed value of differential current quick-break protection：   5A 

Protection cast back: 
Differential current quick-break protection cast back： Enable 

Compound rate differential protection cast：Enable 

CT Locking differential for the ratio of cast back：Disable 

2.7.2.1 Test connection  

Relay test set IA→HV side IHA of protection device, relay test set In→HV side IHA’ of 

protection device, shown as below 

 
Fig. 2.7-2 Test connection 

2.7.2.2 Testing setting 

1. Set up the amplitude value of fundamental wave of current IA and leave the other phase 
current & & voltage value as zero as shown in the Fig. 2.7-3. 
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Fig. 2.7-3 Harmonic setting 

2. Select testing mode & harmonic order etc.，As shown in the Fig. 2.7-4. 

 
Fig. 2.7-4  Testing parameter setting 

  2.7.2.3 Start test and save report 

 
Fig. 2.7-5 Test report 
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2.8 Frequency Protection Testing 

The Testing Module of Frequency protection can test the action value, action time, df/dt 
action value, dv/dt action value，closed value of low-voltage and the lockout value of 
low-current of various frequency relays and Low Frequency Decrease Load automatic 
device, as shown in Fig. 2.8-1. 

 
Fig. 2.8-1 Frequency protection menu 

2.8.1 Parameter description 

1. Time-counting frequency：According to the direction of frequency change, when 
frequency changes to the timing frequency value, the timer start to work, and the timer will 
not stop until the relay moves and feedbacks to Relay Test Set.（it is available when testing 
operation time.） 
 
2. Interval time：Protect the return time, to ensure the protection returns reliably before each 
step changes. 
 
3. Hold time：Set the hold output time for each state, generally, hold time set should be 
more than operation time of the device.  
 
4. Pre-time：It is the time before frequency changes, and it is the initial frequency output 
time when voltage and current are output according to the setup.  
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2.8.2 Testing mode          

1. Testing action frequency 
① Set the range of frequency change and the relevant slip difference: generally, the starting 
value is the rated/nominal frequency of the device（50Hz）, and the final value is the 
frequency with which the protection can move reliably. The change step size is the value 
that meets the testing precision, generally it is 0.1Hz and slip df/dt is less than ‘df/dt lockout’ 
of the protection. 
 
② Set voltage and current values under which the device can work normally. 
③Description of Test Flow 
In ‘Testing setup’, set ‘time before change’ 2.000s; ‘disconnected time’ 0.5s; ‘Hold Time’0.3s; 
‘automatic slip’ 1Hz/s; ‘change step size’ 0.1Hz. Test instrument firstly outputs 50Hz 
frequency for 2.000s（Change Time）, making the device work normally. After the time 
before change, the output frequency of the test instrument changes from 50Hz at 1Hz/s to 
49.9Hz and holding 0.3s, if the protection moves, the test instrument will stop testing; if the 
protection does not move, test instrument will stop to output and will output 50Hz again 
after 0.5s, holding 2s, and then it will slip to 49.8Hz at 1Hz/s, by this analogy, taking the 
same way, it changes to 49.7Hz, 49.6Hz… until the action frequency of the protection will 
be measured. 
 
2. Testing action time 
① Set voltage and current value under the working conditions of the device.. 
② Input timing triggering frequency. 
③ Input the starting value of change and the final value (should be consistent to the 
triggering frequency) and df/dt（less than df/dt lockout value）in the column of the frequency 
change scope and the change rate. 
④ Description of Test Flow 
In ‘Testing setup’, set ‘time before change’ 2.000s; ‘disconnected time’ 0.5s; ‘Hold 
Time’0.3S; ‘automatic slip’ 0.5Hz/s; ‘change step size’ 1Hz; ‘timing frequency’ 49Hz; 
‘starting frequency value’ 50Hz; ‘Final frequency value’ 46Hz. Test instrument firstly outputs 
50Hz frequency for 2.000s（time before change）, making the device work normally. And 
then it will change from 50Hz to the final value at 0.500Hz/s, until the timer starts at 
49.000Hz, and it will not continue to change the frequency until the device moves and the 
test instrument stops timing and measures the action time. 
 
3. Testing df/dt slip lockout value 
① Set voltage and current values under which the device can work normally. 
② Set the scope of frequency change: generally, the starting value is the rated frequency of 
the device（50Hz）, and fixed action time and setting timing frequency are input according 
to the fixed value of the protection.  
③ Input the change scope of df/dt, starting value of change, the final value and the change 
step size of frequency slip. 
④ Description of Test Flow: 
In ‘Testing setup’, set ‘time before change’ 2.000s; ‘disconnected time’ 0.5s; ‘the starting 
slip value’ 1Hz/s; ‘ the final slip value’ 5Hz/s; ‘slip step size’ 1Hz/s; ‘ the starting frequency 
value’ 50Hz and ‘the final frequency value’ 46Hz. Test instrument firstly outputs 50Hz 
frequency for 2.000s（time before change）, making the device work normally. And then it 
will drop at 1.000Hz/s from 50.000Hz, when the protection moves. The test instrument does 
not output through the disconnected time for 0.5s. After the disconnected time, the test 
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instrument outputs 50Hz frequency for 2.000s and drops at 2Hz/s from 50.000Hz, when the 
protection moves, by the same way, not to change frequency slip until the slip value with 
which the device does not move comes, as is df/dt lockout value. 
 
4. Testing Low-voltage lockout value 
① Set voltage and current value to make the protection work reliably. 
② Set the change scope of frequency, the starting value is generally the rated frequency
（50Hz）of the device and setting action time, fixed timing frequency are input according to 
the fixed value of the protection, and df/dt should be allowed not to close the protection. 
③ Input the starting value, final value and the change step size of the change scope of 
voltage. 
④ Descriptions of testing flow: 
In ‘Test setup’, set ‘time before change’ 2.000s, ‘disconnected time’0.5s; ‘Starting voltage 
value’50V; ‘Final voltage value’40V; ‘ voltage step size’1V; ‘ Starting frequency value’50Hz; 
‘Final frequency value’46Hz; ‘ frequency slip’0.5Hz/S. Test instrument at first outputs 50Hz 
and 57.740V voltage 2.000s（time before change）, making the device work normally. And 
then the voltage becomes 50V, meanwhile, the frequency decreases from 50.000Hz by 
0.500Hz/s slip, and the protection moves. Test instrument outputs disconnected 0.5s. After 
the disconnected time, Test instrument outputs 50Hz and 57.740V voltage, holding 2.000S, 
and then the voltage becomes 49V, meanwhile, it decreases from 50.000Hz by the change 
rate of 0.500Hz/s, and the protection moves; by the same way, the voltage becomes 48V, 
47V, 46V......until the protect ion does not move, as is the low-voltage lockout value. 
 
5. Testing low-current lockout value 
 
① Set voltage and current value to make the protection work reliably. 
② Set the change scope of frequency, the starting value is generally the rated frequency
（50Hz）of the device and fixed action time, fixed timing frequency are input according to 
the fixed value of the protection, and df/dt should be allowed not to close the protection. 
③ Input the starting value, final value and the change step size of the change scope of 
voltage. 
④ Descriptions of testing flow: 
In ‘Test setup’, set ‘time before change’ 2.000s, ‘disconnected time’0.5s; ‘frequency 
slip’0.5Hz/s, ‘Starting current value’ 5A, ‘Final current value’1A; ‘Current step size’0.1A. 
Test instrument at first outputs 50Hz 5A current, holding 2.000S（time before change）, 
making the device work normally. And then the current becomes 4.000A, meanwhile, the 
frequency decreases from 50.000Hz by 0.500Hz/s slip and the protection moves. Test 
instrument outputs the disconnected 0.5s, after the disconnected time, test instrument 
outputs frequency 50Hz,current 5A, holding 2.000S, and then the current becomes 3.900A, 
meanwhile, it decreases from 50.000Hz by the change rate of 0.500Hz/s and the protection 
moves; by the same way, the current becomes 3.800A, 3.700A, 3.600A….. Until the 
protection does not move, as is the low-voltage lockout value. 
 
6. Testing dv/dt slip lockout value 
① Set voltage and current values under which the device can work normally. 
② Set the scope of frequency change: generally, the starting value is the rated frequency of 
the device（50Hz）, and fixed action time and setting timing frequency are input according 
to the fixed value of the protection. And slip dv/dt is less than ‘dv/dt lockout’ of the 
protection. 
③ Input the starting value, final value and the change step size of the change scope of 
voltage. . 
④ Input the change scope of dv/dt, starting value of change, the final value and the change 
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step size of frequency slip. 
⑤ Description of Test Flow: 
In ‘Testing setup’, set ‘’ 2.000s; ‘disconnected time’ 0.5s; dv/dt step 0.1v/s as 0.5Hz/s; the 
starting voltage value 50V and ‘the final voltage value’ 40V.  
Test instrument at first outputs 50Hz, holding 2.000s（time before change）, making the 
device work normally. And then the voltage decreases from 50V to 40V by 10.000V/s slip, 
meanwhile, the frequency decreases from 50.000Hz by 0.500Hz/s slip and the protection 
don’t moves. Test instrument outputs the disconnected 0.5s (as the Binary setting 0.5000s). 
After the disconnected time, test instrument outputs frequency 50Hz/voltage 50V and hold 
2.000s (time before change) to ensure the protection return. Then the voltage decreases 
from 50V to 40V  by & 9.900V/s（step as 0.100V/s）slip, meanwhile, frequency decreases 
from 50.000Hz by the change rate of 0.500Hz/s & 9.900V/s（step as 0.100V/s）and the 
protection don't moves; By the same way, the voltage step becomes 9.800V/s, 9.700V/s, 
9.600V/s….. until the protection dv/dt lockout value testing. 
 

2.8.3 Testing Example 

Testing Task: action Frequency testing 
Protection Device of Shenzhen NARI ISA-351F type decentralized Microcomputer Protection Test and 
Control Device. 
 
Fixed value of relay: 
∆ f/∆ t lockout low-cycle fixed frequency value:             49.00Hz 
∆ f/∆ t lockout Low Frequency Decrease Load time limit:      2.00s;      
Low Frequency Decrease Load∆ f/∆ t lockout fixed value:     2.00Hz 
Fixed current of Low-Frequency Deloading input:             1.00A      
   
Protection Relay Enable/Disable  
Input with∆ f/∆ t lockout of Low-Frequency Deloading: Input;    
Input without ∆ f/∆ t lockout of Low-Frequency Deloading: Exit; 
input on no-current lockout of Low Frequency Deloading: Input 
Control circuit break-line alarm input: Exit 
Instantaneous current quick-break protection input: Exit;   
Time limit current quick-break protection input: Exit 
Time limit overcurrent protection input: Exit; 
Reverse time limit overcurrent protection input:   Exit 
Not starts correspondingly reclosing input: Exit; 
Protection startup reclosing input: Exit 
Big current lockout reclosing input:   Exit; 
Zero-sequence overcurrent protection input: Exit 
Overload alarm input:   Exit. 
              

2.8.3.1 Testing Connection 

1. Connect the output terminal of voltage and current of the test device with the 
corresponding input terminal of current or voltage of the protection device by test wire. 
2 Connect the trip export contact of the protection device with Binary-Input contact of the 
test instrument, as shown in Fig. 2.8-2. 
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Fig. 2.8-2 Testing Connection Diagram 

2.8.3.2 Setting parameter  

1. Select test item of 3-phase voltage & current output as shown in Fig. 2.8-3. 

 
Fig. 2.8-3 Test item setting 

Note：3-phase voltage & current amplitude value should be set as bigger than the setting 
blocking value of undervoltage & undercurrent of relay to ensure the block is open. 
2. Setting starting value of change, the final value and the change step size of frequency 
slip as shown in Fig. 2.8-4. 

 
Fig. 2.8-4 Frequency variable setting 

Notice：Auto slip value should be set as smaller than the blocking value ∆ f/∆ t to ensure 
open block 
3. Setting frequency step, testing time and etc. as shown in Fig. 2.8-5. 
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Fig. 2.8-5  Testing time setting 

Notice：hold time > protection action time. 
4. Save parameter. 

2.8.3.3 Run testing 

Press Run(F1)  to testing， and  save  report ，As shown in Fig. 2.8-6. 

 
Fig.2.8-6 testing report
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2.9 Differential Relays Testing 

It is used to auto-test the digital transformer, generator and the characteristic of ratio 

restraint and harmonic restraint of generator/electromotor differential protection, and can 

draw the restraint characteristic curve, shown as Fig. 2.9-1. 

 

 
Fig. 2.9-1 Home interface of differential protection testing 

Note: The module is suitable for testing split/separate phase differential protection. 

Ratio restraint testing 

IA is used as the input current of transformer HV side or the input terminal current of 

generator and electromotor. 

IB is used as the input current of transformer HV side or the neutral terminal input current of 

generator and electromotor. 

IC is used as offset current ( it need to add offset current to counteract the current caused 

by non-testing phase of inside of protection relay when the protection device is using 

inner turn-over angle). 
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2.9.1 Parameter Description 

1. CT polarity definition: select the inside fault to be straight polarity (transformer 

differential) and the outside fault to be straight polarity (generator 

differential). The mode of wire-connection depends on the actual field 

wire-connection of CT.  

2. Output holding time: the fault holding time after the action of protection device; the 

simulator circuit breaker exit time. 

3. Output interval time: it is more than revert time of the protection device to make sure it 

reliably return. 

4. Changing time: simulate the longest time of fault, and it should be more than the action 

time of protection device to make sure the protection device reliably act.  

5. Calculation of ratio restraint coefficient K: K= Id/ Ir.△ △  

6. Calculation of restraint coefficient Kxb of harmonic restraint: Kxbz=Ixb/Id, Ixb is harmonic 

current, Id is fundamental wave current. 

7. Setting mode of balance coefficient: this module only supply the direct setting mode. 

8. Restraint equation selection: select restraint equation according to different restraint 

mode, and the coefficient K can be set at discretion. 

9. Searching mode selection: it supplies two modes, one is unidirectional approach, the 

other is bidirectional approach. In order to save testing time, suggest 

selecting the bidirectional approach. 
10. Scan precision setting: the allowable minimum error during the scanning of action 

current when select the unidirectional approach. 

 

2.9.2 Testing mode 

1．Use normal differential to search ratio restraint characteristic 

Change the current amplitude of I side according to the II side to change the break current 

amplitude and action current. The procedure first output the start value of break current and 

action current, and then fix break current. As for each break current, the action current 

output from start value to end value changes with the step length. It will continue until the 

relay test set receives the action signal of differential relay or until the current reaching end 

value. And then search the next action current value of break current. 
2．To search the ratio restraint characteristic by the use of microcomputer differential 

Regarding dynamic searching for the ratio restraint characteristic curve within the given 
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range, please fill in the threshold value and quick-break current value of protection action 

current according to the protection fixed value sheet, and then set the start value and end 

value of the action current and break current. After testing, output the break current based 

on step while changing action current, and then search the action current corresponds to 

the action boundary point; and then the test is not over without the mentioned above till the 

end value of break current  

3. Test ratio restraint fixed point by microcomputer differential 
When ratio restraint characteristic auto test on the break current of the fixed points, please 

first set the start value and end value of action current, then select the given current change 

in the box of break current, user can at most set seven break current at arbitrary value. The 

relay test set will search according to the given break current and the given action current 

during testing. 

4.Use microcomputer differential to search harmonic restraint characteristic 
It can automatically make dynamic search the harmonic characteristic curve of the given 

range. First select the harmonic orders, then set the angle difference between harmonic 

and the fundamental wave, and then set the harmonic characteristic curve according to the 

protection setting sheet, finally set the start value and end value of action current. After 

starting test, gradually overlap the harmonic content in the output of action current, and 

search action current of harmonic heft correspond to the protection action boundary point, 

then repeat the operation method above until the action current corresponds to the 

protection boundary points that relate to the end value of differential current 

2.9.3 Offset current 

When the protection device is using inner turn-over angle mode, in order to counteract the 

current generated by non-testing phase (caused by arithmetic) of inside of protection relay  

 

As to the transformer of Y/D-11 wire-connection, the angle difference between HV and LV 

side current is 30°, if the two sides are both star-wired, there will also be 30° angle 

difference between the two sides. Set the secondary current of HV side to be IHa, IHb, IHc; 

and the LV side to be ILa, ILb, ILc. In order to rectify the angel difference of the two sides, 

the protection device use the calculation to rectify the angle in the HV side (Y side). 

IHa´=( IHa- IHb)/ 3  
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IHb´=( IHb- IHc)/ 3  

IHc´=( IHc- IHa)/ 3  

Normally, we take the split phase testing. Take phase A for example, assumption: phase B 
and C current of HV side H side is IHb=0、IHc=0， then the equation above can be 

predigested as follows: 

IHa´=IHa/ 3  

IHc´=（0-IHa）/ 3  

From the equation above, we can see when calculating current of phase C IHc´=（0-IHa）
/ 3 , it may cause the mis-action of phase C differential protection, and effect the testing 

result of phase A. So you should add the compensation current to the LV side ( D side) to 

counteract the current of HV side (Y side) during testing. 

 Here are several wire-connection methods of compensation current under different kinds 

of transformer wire-connection mode for you to reference. 

Fig.1: phase Y compensation (the corner is at HV side), connect IA, IB, IC with protection 

device (split phase differential test) 

 

Wire-connection 
mode of 

transformer 

Phase A 
differential 

Phase B 
differential 

Phase C 
differential 

Y—Y 

IA—Y side 

phase A 

IB—Y side 

phase a 

IA—Y side 

phase B 

IB—Y side 

phase b 

IA—Y side  

phase C 

IB—Y side 

phase c 

Y—D-11 

IA—Y side 

phase A 

IB—D side 

phase a 

IC—D side 

phase c 

IA—Y side 

phase B 

IB—D side 

phase b 

IC—D side 

phase a 

IA—Y side 

phase C 

IB—D side 

phase c 

IC—D side 

phase b 
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Y—D-1 

IA—Y side 

phase A 

IB—D side 

phase a 

IC—D side 

phase b 

IA—Y side 

phase B 

IB—D side 

phase b 

IC—D side 

phase c 

IA—Y side 

phase C 

IB—D side 

phase c 

IC—D side 

phase a 

Fig. 1 
Fig. 2: phase D compensation (the corner is at LV side), connect IA, IB, IC with protection 

device (split phase differential test) 

Wire-connection 
mode of 

transformer 

Phase A 
differential 

Phase B 
differential 

Phase C 
differential 

Y—Y 

IA—Y side  

phase A 

IB—Y side 

  phase a 

IA—Y side  

phase B 

IB—Y side  

phase b 

IA—Y side 

 phase C 

IB—Y side  

phase c 

Y—D-11 

IA—Y side 

 phase A 

IB—D side 

 phase a 

IC—D side 

 Phase b 

IA—Y side 

phase B 

IB—D side 

 phase b 

IC—D side 

 phase c 

IA—Y side 

 phase C 

IB—D side 

 phase c 

IC—D side  

phase a 

Y—D-1 

IA—Y side  

phase A 

IB—D side 

 phase a 

IC—D side  

phase c 

IA—Y side  

phase B 

IB—D side 

 phase b 

IC—D side  

phase a 

IA—Y side 

phase C 

IB—D side 

phase c 

IC—D side  

phase b 

Fig. 2 

2.9.4 Example one 

Test task: scan transformer ratio restraint characteristic curve. 

Protection device mode: Nari ISA-387F digital transformer differential protection device 
fixed value of protection device: 

wire-connection mode of transformer：  Y/Y/D-11 
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CT ratio adjustment factor of primary side, secondary side, tertiary side: 1：0.5：1 

(Primary side is HV side, secondary side is LV side, tertiary side is MV side. 
Fixed value of differential current quick-break protection：      5A 

Fixed value of Compound rate differential threshold：  1.5A 

Fixed value of rate differential：      0.5 

Protection cast back: 

CT Locking differential for the ratio of cast back:   back 

Compound rate differential protection cast back:    cast 
Differential current quick-break protection cast back： cast 

Note: this is the three windings transformer, so it can independently do the HV side to LV 

side test, HV side to MV side test, and MV side to LV side test. This takes the HV side to LV 

side for example. 

Because high voltage side or low voltage side is Y/D-11, CT primary side Y side; There 

are 30º angle difference between HV side and LV side CT secondary current; It needs 

adding offset current when testing Y/∆ side; As a result, user can only do test under 

split/separate side and split/separate phase. 

2.9.4.1 Wire-connection (take Phase A differential for example) 

IA→HV side IHa of protection device, IB→LV side ILa of protection device, IC→LV side ILc 

of protection device, point 1 of the equipment→exit point of protection device, the 

wire-connection mode is shown as Fig. 2.9-2. 
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Fig. 2.9-2 Wire-connection 

2.9.4.2 Parameter settings 

Normally the equilibrium coefficient is calculated by the rated current. 

It requires calculating the break current value and the slop in the inflexion when defining the 

characteristic curve, or the actual curve will be very different from the theory curve of the 

protection device, so the action characteristic of the protection device can’t be verified. 

1. Select the protection mode/CT polarity and the testing time, shown as Fig. 2.9-3. 
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Fig. 2.9-3 Test setting 

Select the definition of CT polarity to be straight polarity of the inside fault when it is the 

transformer protection; select straight polarity of outside fault when it is the generator 

protection. 

Select winding to be two. 

2. Differential threshold current, quick-break current, break current, slope and error in the 

inflexion with the reference of protection fixed value sheet, shown as Fig. 2.13-4. 

 
Fig. 2.9-4 Characteristic definition 

The procedure will auto-scan the characteristic curve figure after setting the differential 

threshold current, quick-break current, break current in the corner, slope and error, shown 

as Fig. 2.9-5. 

 
Fig. 2.9-5 Characteristic curve figure 

3. Select the wire-connection mode of the transformer HV side and LV side, and then fill in 

the equilibrium coefficient according to the protection fixed value sheet. 

 
Fig. 2.9-6 HV and LV side equilibrium coefficient setting 

4. Select the restraint equation, shown as Fig. 2.9-7. 

 
Fig. 2.9-7 Calculate mode choosing 
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 Ratio restraint equation can be supplied by the instruction book, and the coefficient K can 

be free set. 

5. Set the start value, end value of the action current, then select the searching mode, and 

then set the start value, end value, step length of the break current, shown as Fig. 2.9-8. 

 
Fig. 2.9-8 Action current and break current setting 

The end value of the action current should be set bigger than the value of differential 

quick-restraint to ensure the search area can cover the boundary of the total characteristic 

curve. Select the break current to be changing with the setting current when needing to test 

at the fixed value. 

Select the boundary test break current to be changing with the setting current when it is 

heavy current in some protection device. 

6. Set the binary input and binary output, shown as Fig. 2.9-9. 

 
Fig. 2.9-9 Binary input and binary output setting 

1. Save the test parameter. 

 

2.9.4.3 Start testing 

Click Run(F1)  icon to start testing, the relay test set will auto-test according to the test 

items, and auto-search the action boundary one by one. The action boundary is marked 
with ‘＋’ in the searching view of ratio restraint boundary, and will monitor the value of each 

phase current output during the testing, shown as Fig. 2.9-10. 

 

Fig. 2.9-10 Test output monitoring 
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2.9.4.4 Save the report, shown as 2.9-11. 

                 

 

Fig. 2.9-11 Test report 

2.9.5 Example two 

Test task: scan double harmonic restraint characteristic curve 
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Protection device mode: Nari ISA-387F digital transformer differential protection device 
Fixed value of protection device 

Wire-connection of transformer：  Y/Y/D-11  

CT ratio adjustment factor of primary side, secondary side, tertiary side: 1：0.5：1 

(Primary side is HV side, secondary side is LV side, tertiary side is MV side. 
Fixed value of differential current quick-break protection：      8.0A 

Fixed value of compound rate differential threshold：           1.5A 

Fixed value of compound harmonic restraint rate:               0.15      

Protection cast back 

CT Locking differential for the ratio of cast back: back 

Compound rate differential protection cast back: cast 
Differential current quick-break protection cast back：cast 

Note: this is the three windings transformer, so it can independently do the HV side to LV 

side test, HV side to MV side test, and MV side to LV side test. This takes the HV side to LV 

side for example. 

 

2.9.5.1 Wire-connection (take Phase A differential for example) 

IA→HV side IHa of protection device, relay test set In→HV side IHa´ of protection device, 

point 1 of relay test set→exit point of protection device. 
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Fig. 2.9-12 Wire-connection 

 

2.9.5.2 Set parameter 

 
1. Select the protection type, restraint mode and test time etc. 

                  
Fig. 2.9-13  Test parameter setting 

Select harmonic restraint to be HV side restraint. 
2. Refer to the differential threshold current, quick-break current, fixed point (Ix) percent 
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(harmonic restraint coefficient) and error of the fixed value sheet of protection device, 
shown as Fig. 2.9-14. 

                    
Fig. 2.9-14 Characteristic definition 

The procedure will auto-scan the characteristic curve after setting the coefficient of 
differential threshold current, quick-break current, harmonic restraint, and error. 
 

                      
Fig. 2.9-15 Characteristic curve figure 

3. Select the wire-connection of transformer HV and LV, and fill in the equilibrium coefficient 

according to the fixed value sheet of protection device. 

 
Fig. 2.9-16 equilibrium coefficient of HV and LV side setting 

4. Select restraint equation, shown as Fig. 2.9-17. 

                   
Fig. 2.9-17 Calculate mode setting 

 The restraint curve equation can be supplied by the instruction book, and the coefficient K 

can be free set. 

2. Select the harmonic needed to be superimposed time, and set the start value, end value, 

and step length of differential current, and then select the searching mode, shown as 

Fig. 2.9-18. 

                   
Fig. 2.9-18 Differential current setting 

6. Set the binary input and binary output, shown as Fig. 2.9-19. 

                   
Fig. 2.9-19 Binary input and binary output setting 
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7. Save the testing parameter. 

2.9.5.3 Start testing 

Click Run(F1)  Icon to start testing, the relay test set will auto-search the harmonic action 

boundary point one by one according to the parameter. The action boundary is marked with 
‘＋’ in the searching view of ratio restraint boundary, and will monitor the value of each 

phase current output during the testing, shown as Fig. 2.9-20. 

 

Fig. 2.9-20 Output monitoring during testing 
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2.9.5.4 Save the report, shown as Fig. 2.9-21. 

 Fig. 

2.9-21 Test report and figure      
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2.10 State Sequence 

User-defined for several states which is helpful to test the action time, the return time and 
reclose of protection relay, especially fit for the tests like several times of auto reclose    

● To test the action time of protection relay by the overturn of binary input contact state, and 

the action time start counting the time with the reference of the initial point of each state  

● Users can define eight controlled continuous experiment states freely at most. 

● Users can individually set up amplitude value, phase and frequency for each state. 

 

                 

Fig. 2.10-1 State Sequence interface 

2.10.1 Parameter description 

1. Reference point for contacts overturn: there are two reference points (the first state & 
the previous state). 

Take the first state as the reference point and the previous state as the reference point. The 
former uses the open-close mode of the contact, as is the same as the open-close mode of 
the contact that the first state enters the next state,  
2. State time: the test duration of the prevailing state, i.e., after enter  
the prevailing state, The output of relay test set can automatically enter the next state after 
the given hold/lasting .  

3. Testing triggering mode: including time triggering, contact + time triggering, contact` 

triggering, key-press triggering four kinds.  
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▲Time triggering can enter the next state after the duration of the prevailing state.  

▲Contact triggering: the relay test set will receive the action signal of protection relay, and 

binary input’s logic relation is satisfied, and then enter the next state. 

▲Contact +time triggering, it is the relation called Logic Or between them. Either one of the 

conditions is done, the test will enter into the next state. 

▲Key-press triggering: is the control mode that user can select if entering the next state  
▲Bin.out setting: could choose any one or more output groups of the 4 output groups, The 
not checked output will have no output. 
▲Bin.input setting: default all the options are choosed, when set the contact flip to switch 
the state, the state will be switched when the cheked input contacts recerive protection trip 
signal, an the unchecked input contacts only record the trip time and are unable to judge 
wheter to switch the state when received the trip signal. 
 
 

2.16.2 Testing Example 

Testing Task: Testing of Action time, Reclose time, permanent trip time. 

Protection Device: ISA—311 model Microcomputer line whole-set protection device 

Protection Fixed value: 

Grounding distance section II impedance fixed value: 3.00Ω  

Grounding distance section II time limit: 0.50s 

Zero-sequence Impedance compensation factor: 0.67 

Line positive sequence impedance angle value: 75 °  

Reclose time limit: 1.50s. 

Protection Cast/Exit: 

Zero Sequence overcurrent cast//exit:  Exit 

Grounding distance section I cast /exit:  Exit 

Grounding distance section II cast/exit: Cast 

Grounding distance section III cast /exit: Exit 

Starting reclosing of protection relay cast /exit: Cast 

No-related Starting reclose cast /exit: Exit 

Reclose test no-voltage: Exit 

Reclose test synchronizer: Exit 

Frequency variation quantity spacing protection cast/exit: Exit 

This test has set up four states: 
Pre-fault state: normal voltage 0V, normal current: 0.00A, output time: 20s (State 1) 
Fault State: A phase grounding, protect second action, skip three-phase. (State 2) 
Reclose state: after binary input has been trip, amplitude value, phase of every 
current/voltage is set as zero, the voltage is nominal voltage.  (State 3) 
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Permanent trip state: Phase A phase grounding, action of protection section II, trip 
three-phase. (State 4) 

 

2.10.2.1 Testing Connection 

1. Connect the output terminal of voltage and current of the relay test set with the 
corresponding input terminal of current or voltage of the protection device by test wire. 
2. Connect the trip export contact of the protection device with Binary-Input of the Relay test 
set and connect the operation contact of reclosing with Binary-Input of the Relay test set. 

 
Fig. 2.10-2 Testing Connection Graph 

 

2.10.2.2 Parameter Setup 

1. Select the number of test states & setup of reference point of contact-overturn 

                  
Fig. 2.10-3  The number of test states & setup of reference point of contact-overturn 

2. State 1 Parameter Setup, as shown in Fig. 2.10-4 
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Fig. 2.10-4 State 1 Parameter setting 
3. State 2 Parameter Setup, as shown in Fig. 2.10-5 

 

                  
Fig. 2.10-5 State 2 Parameter setting 

4. State 3 Parameter Setup, as shown in Fig. 2.10-6 

 

                  
Fig. 2.10-6 State 3 Parameter setting 

5. State 4 Parameter Setup, as shown in Fig. 2.10-7 
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Fig. 2.10-7 State 4 Parameter setting 

 

6. Save Parameters. 

2.10.2.3  Start test 

Click Run(F1) , and save the testing report after the test is finished. as shown in Fig. 2.10-8. 
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Fig. 2.10-8 Testing Report 
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 2.11 Time Characteristic Testing 

The Testing Module includes i/t, v/t, f/t three testing items; i/t is mainly used to test current 
action time characteristic of directional or non-directional overcurrent relay, and to test 
current action time characteristic of overcurrent protection which respectively against single 
phase grounding short circuit, two phase short-circuit and three phase short circuit as well 
as to test action time characteristic of zero/negative sequence overcurrent protection 
applied in protection units for generators, electromotor. v/t is used to test voltage action 
time characteristic of voltage relay; f/t is used to test frequency action time characteristic of 
frequency relay as shown in Fig. 2.11-1: 

                                                                                                   

 

Fig. 2.11-1   Interface of time characteristic 

 

2.11.1 Parameter description 

The counting of shortcircuit of i/t characteristic curve test 
 
Fault Type: including L1-E, L2-E, L3-E, L1-L2/AB short-circuit, L2-L3/ BC short-circuit, 
L3-L1/CA short-circuit and L1-L2-L3 /three-phase short-circuit in total of 7 fault types for 
testing options 

 
1. Single-phase grounding  
For the single-phase grounding fault, during the test, fault phase current equals the tested 
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current and other two-phase current is zero. Failure phase voltage equals to short-circuit 
voltage, and the other two phases are nominal voltage. Taking Phase A short-circuit as an 
example, the vector diagram is shown as below: 

 

 

Fig. 2.11-2 Phase A short-circuit 
2. Two-phase short-circuit 
Two fault phase current equals the tested current, and each phase is reverse. Taking BC 
phase short-circuit as an example, Ib and Ic equals to tested current, Ia is zero, and other 
three phases are nominal voltage, its vector diagram is shown below on the left: 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.11-3 BC phase short-circuit 
 
3. Three-phase short-circuit 
Three-phase current is symmetric and it equals the tested current.  
Its vector diagram is shown below: 

 
Fig. 2.11-4 Three-phase short-circuit 
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2.11.2 Testing relay 

2.11.2.1 i/t characteristic 

1. Set test time 

2. Select failure type, set nominal voltage, failure voltage, load current, phase angle and 

nominal frequency; 

3. Set starting current value, final current value and current step size; 

4. Click to run the test. 

2.11.2.2 v/t characteristic test 

1. Set test time 

2. Mark ‘√’ for the voltage to be tested; 

3. Set starting voltage value, final voltage value and step size; 

4. Click to run the test. 

 

2.11.2.3 f/t characteristic test 

1. Set test time 

2. Mark ‘√’ for the voltage to be tested; 

3. Set starting value of failure voltage frequency, final value and step size; 

4. Click to run the test. 

 

2.11.3 Example 1 

Task: Over current inverse curve i/t characteristic test 

Protection device: GE Multilin - L90 

Setting: pickup current: 5A, 3I0 inverse time multiple: 1 

Function: over current: enable, curve selection: IEEE mod inverse curve 

 

2.11.3.1 Testing Connection: 

1．Connect the output terminals of three-phase voltage and current IA of the test device with 
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the corresponding input terminals of voltage and current of the protection device by test 

wire. 
2．The trip contact of the protection device is connected with Binary Input contact A of the 

relay test set, as shown in Fig. 2.11-5. 

1

2

3

4

Binary  input

KINGSINE
Relay  tester

IA

IB
IC

Ia

Ib
Ic

IN

UA

UB

UC
UN

GE Multilin L90 
Dif f erential Relay

F1a

F2a
F3a

F1b F2b F3b

F5c F6c F7c

H1c
H1b

Trip (cont OP1)

+
-

220V
B5b
B6a

Power input

F5a

F6a

F7a

 
Fig. 2.11-5 Testing Connection 

2.11.3.2 Parameter setup 

1. Select the items to be tested and set the test time, shown as the Fig. 2.11-6; 

 

Fig. 2.11-6 Setup of basic parameters 

2. Select fault type and set the system parameter, shown as the Fig. 2.11-7; 

 

Fig. 2.11-7 Setup of parameter (Fault Type) 

3. Set the start value, final value and steps of fault current, shown as the Fig. 2.11-8; 

 

Fig. 2.11-8 Setup of fault current 

 

2.11.3.3 Run the test and save the report, shown as the Fig. 2.11-9 and 2.11-10. 
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Fig. 2.11-9 Figure of test result 

              

 

Fig. 2.11-10 Test report 
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2.11.4 Example 2 

Test task: Test of low voltage time characteristic curve of voltage relay 
Protection device: GE Multilin - L90 differential protection device 

2.11.4.1 Test connection 

1．Connect the output terminals of three-phase voltage and voltage of the test device with 

the corresponding input terminals of voltage and current of the protection device by 

test wire, shown as the Fig. 2.11-2; 
2．The trip contact of the protection device is connected with Binary Input contact A of the 

relay test set. 

2.11.4.2 Setup of parameter 

1. Select the items to be tested and set the test time, shown as the Fig. 2.11-11; 

 

Fig. 2.11-11 Parameter setting 

2. Select the tested voltage and set the pre-fault voltage, shown as the Fig. 2.11-12; 

 

Fig. 2.11-12 Pre-fault voltage setting 

3. Set the start value, final value and steps of fault voltage, shown as the Fig. 2.11-13; 

 

Fig. 2.11-13 Fault voltage setting 

4. Click to run the test, and save the report.. 

 

2.11.5 Sample 3 

 
Test task: Test of time characteristic curve of ISA-351 frequency relay 
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2.11.5.1 Test connection 

1. Connect the output terminals of three-phase voltage and voltage of the test device with 

the corresponding input terminals of voltage and current of the protection device by test 

wire, shown as the Fig. 2.11-14; 

2. The trip contact of the protection device is connected with Binary Input contact A of the 

relay test set. 
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Fig. 2.11-14  Connection 

2.11.5.2 Parameters Setting 

 
1．Select the tested items, and set the test, shown as the Fig. 2.11-15; 

 

Fig. 2.11-15 Set of parameter 

2． Select the tested voltage, and set the pre-fault voltage and pre-fault frequency, shown 

as the Fig. 2.11-16; 
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Fig. 2.11-16 Voltage setup of pre-fault 

3． Set the start value, final value and steps of fault voltage and fault frequency, shown as 

the Fig. 2.11-17; 

 

                                 Fig. 2.11-17 Set of frequency 

2.11.5.3 Click to run the test, and save the report. 
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2.12 Synchronizer Testing 

The module can test both the voltage action values，frequency the action values，leading 
angle and leading time, Voltage-modulated pulse width, frequency-modulated pulse width 
of the synchronizing device, can automatically adjust the test with synchronizing device. 
 

 
Fig. 2.12-1 Synchronizer testing menu 

2.12.1 Parameter description 

1. Voltage action value: it is used to test the voltage action value of synchronizing device. 
With frequency invariable, it increase or decrease the relevant quantity in accordance with 
the given step. It will continue till synchronizing device acts, and then record the voltage 
amplitude value to be paralleled and side.  
 
Note: The frequency difference between system side and to-be-parallel side should be set 
in the allowable frequency scope  
 
2. Frequency action value: it is used to test the action value of frequency of synchronizing 
device. With voltage amplitude invariable, it increase or decrease the relevant quantity in 
accordance with the given step and then record the to-be-parallel side frequency. 
 
Note: The voltage difference between system side and to-be-parallel side should be set in 
the allowable frequency scope  
 
3. Leading angle and leading time: automatically adjust the to-be-parallel side frequency, 
and record the leading angle and leading time when frequency difference meeting the 
synchronism conditions. 
 
4. Electriczero test：Test action angle and action time of electriczero relays. 
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5. Voltage-modulated pulse-width: testing the Voltage-modulated pulse-width testing 
6. Frequency-modulated pulse-width: testing the frequency-modulated pulse-width 
 
7. Auto adjustment test: If frequency difference and voltage difference does not meets the 
synchronizer's requirements, the synchronism device will send the signal of the 
voltage/frequency adjustment to increase or deduce the voltage/frequency according to the 
setting ∆V/∆t &∆f/∆t until synchronization satisfaction, then sending closing signal and 
record the Leading angle and leading time right now.  
 
8. ∆V/∆t: Voltage increasing or decreasing step with Synchronizer adjusting signal. 
 
9. ∆f/∆t: Frequency increasing or decreasing step with Synchronizer adjusting signal. 
 
10. Max. Synchronous time ：In auto-adjusting testing，testing will stop at the end of this 
time if getting no Synchronizer signal. 
 
11. Synchronous window: According to the fixed value of the synchronism device, set V, △

F, Fmin, Fmax and φ value. Note: these values will not affect the test and only be △ △ △ △
referred to in the test. After setup, the corresponding effect diagram can be real-time 
observed in the right diagram.  
 
12. Inherent angle difference at both sides: This is the amount of various inherent angle 
differences, such as connection angle difference, transformer's Y/ angle difference at both △
sides. The software will automatically compensate the secondary angle when testing. 
 
13. Closed time of breaker: It is the Close delay of the breaker and the delay switch-on of 
the breaker after the synchronism device sends out the switch-on command. 
 

2.12.2 Testing mode  

 
1. Test method for Leading angle and leading time:  
Before testing, at first set the voltage at the side to be in parallel to equal the voltage at the 
system side and set the frequency not to meet the synchronism conditions of the device. 
After the test begins, as the frequency difference is bit, during the rotation process of angle, 
the synchronism device will not send a closing command. Manually or automatically 
increase and decrease the frequency of the voltage at the side to be in parallel; when the 
frequency at the side to be in parallel is the temporary operation value, and when the angle 
enters the scope of operation, the synchronism device will send a closing command for the 
first time. Test instrument will calculate and record the leading angle and leading item when 
frequency difference meeting the synchronism conditions. 
 
The relationship between the leading angle and leading time: 
ф= t/Tw•360º           Tw=1/│f1△ △ -f2│ 

Where:    ф is the leading angle       t is the leading time    △ △  
f1 is the frequency of the voltage at the side to be in parallel 
f2 is the frequency of the voltage at the system side. 
When automatically testing, the software always checks whether there is the closing pulse 
to come for the synchronism device in each cycle. If test instrument does not receive the 
closing pulse in a cycle, the frequency difference will be automatically reduced (if the 
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frequency at the side to be in parallel is greater than the frequency at the system side, the 
frequency at the system side will be reduced), by the same way, it will not be adjusted for 
each circle until the synchronism device has the closing operation. The software calculates 
and records at this time the leading angle and leading time. 
 
2. Test method for voltage-modulated pulse-width:  
Before testing, at first set the voltage at the side to be in parallel and not to meet the 
synchronism conditions (provided it is lower or higher than the voltage at the side to be in 
parallel), and the frequency meets but does not equals the conditions, so that the angle 
difference at both sides can be cyclically undrawn and closed. And the voltage increasing 
(decreasing) signal of the synchronism device is input Binary-Input a and b of Test 
instrument. When testing, as the voltage does not meet the synchronism conditions, the 
device will not sent the closing signal, but will send a cyclical ‘voltage increasing or 
(decreasing)’ signal then test instrument can measure the voltage-modulated pulse-width 
and voltage-modulated cycle under the voltage difference. The voltage-modulated 
pulse-width has a linear relationship with the voltage difference. 
 
3. Test method for frequency-modulated pulse-width:  
Before testing, at first set the voltage at the side to be in parallel and the frequency not to 
meet the synchronism conditions (provided it is lower or higher than the frequency at the 
side to be in parallel). And the frequency increasing (decreasing) signal of the synchronism 
device is input Binary-Input c and h of Test instrument. When testing, as the frequency does 
not meet the synchronism conditions, the device will not sent the closing signal, but will 
send a cyclical ‘voltage increasing or (decreasing) ‘ signal When the test instrument can 
measure the frequency-modulated pulse-width and frequency -modulated cycle under the 
frequency difference. The frequency-modulated pulse-width has a linear relationship with 
the frequency difference. 
 
4. Auto adjustment test:  
Before the test, the set amplitude value and frequency at the side to be in parallel are far 
away from the difference value at the system side and do not meet the synchronism 
conditions, when testing, the synchronism device will send ‘voltage increasing’, ‘voltage 
decreasing’ or ‘frequency increasing’ and ‘frequency decreasing’ signal to the test 
instrument. Test instrument will not adjust the frequency and voltage according to the 
received signal and automatically by the change rate to ‘satisfy the synchronism conditions’ 
until voltage difference, frequency difference and angle difference meet the synchronism 
conditions and the synchronism device sends the closing command. Test instrument will 
record the closing voltage difference, frequency difference and angle difference. 
During the test, when the frequency difference or voltage difference meets the synchronism 
requirements, the qualified light of the voltage difference or the qualified light of the 
frequency difference in the synchronism device is on, when the angle difference also meets 
the requirements, the synchronism device will send the closing signal, as are the three 
operation conditions necessary of the synchronism: and the frequency at the side to be in 
parallel is basically the same as the frequency at the system side, the voltages are the 
same basically and phase difference is less than a fixed value. 
 
2.12.3 Testing Example 
Testing Task: Auto-adjusting testing 
Protection Device: Shenzhen smart dynamotor line's compound Microcomputer 
synchronism device (Models: SID-2AS） 
 
Bill of Fixed value: 
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Object type: differential frequency          Closed time: 80ms 
Allowed frequency differential: ±0.15Hz      Allowed voltage differential: ±5% 
Control coefficient of average frequency: 0.3    Control coefficient of average voltage: 0.3 
Allowed power angle: 30°           
TV secondary rated voltage value at the side to be parallel: 100V 
TV secondary rated voltage value at the system side:      100V 
Over voltage protection value:                           115% 
Automatic frequency-modulated:                         yes 
Automatic voltage-modulated:                            yes 
Co-frequency frequency-modulated pulse-width:            50 
Parallel point number:                                   0001 
Corner of system side:                                   0°      
Single-side no-voltage closing:                            no 
No-voltage empty closing:                                no 
Low-voltage lockout:                                    80% 
Control mode:                                         On site  
Co-frequency threshold value:                            Low 
Signal source at the side to be in parallel:                  Exterior 
Signal source at the system side:                         Exterior 
 

2.12.3.1 Testing connection 

 
Testing Connection 
A． Connect the voltage UA at the system side and voltage UB at the side to be parallel of 
the test device with the corresponding voltage input terminal at the system side and at the 
side to be parallel of the synchronism device by test wire. 
B.  Connect the trip export contact of the synchronism device with Binary-Input contact of 
the test instrument.  
C.  Connect Binary-Input contacts 5, 6, 7 and 8 of the test instrument with the contacts of 
voltage increasing, voltage decreasing, frequency increasing and frequency decreasing 
pulse signal as shown in Fig. 2.12-2. 
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JK4-14
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close

Sy stem side

Dev iv e side
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Fig.2.12-2   Testing connection. 

2.12.3.2 Setting parameter  

1. Parameter setting 1 as shown in Fig. 2.12-3. 

 
Fig. 2.12-3  Basic parameter of testing 

2.  Parameter setting 2 as shown in Fig. 2.12-4. 

 
Fig. 2.12-4  Time setting of testing 

3. Set the parameters of the synchronous windows as shown in Fig. 2.12-5. 

 
Fig. 2.12-5   Step setting 

After setting，the program will automatically preview the window in the relative coordinate 
mode as shown in Fig. 2.12-6. 

 
Fig. 2.12-6 Synchronous windows of testing 

2.12.3.3 Run testing 

 
Note: resetting button before starting the synchronism device otherwise the low-voltage 
lockout signal is sent. When testing, operate Test instrument and enter the testing state and 
then press the reset button of the synchronism device. 
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Click Run(F1)  key for testing. 
 

2.12.3.4 Save report. 

 
Fig. 2.12-8  Testing report 

Remark： 
in Synchronizer testing, please press starting button of the Synchronizer. 
Before the testing, first Link 2 lines out from the start signal contact of the Synchronizer. 
After run testing, short-connect 2-line for starting Synchronizer. 
Besides, some Synchronizers can set Synchronizer time for max Synchronization time. After that time, 
device will lock the Synchronizer switch and send the alarm signal. So please re-press Synchronizer 
start button or short-connect the 2-line for continuous testing.. 
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2.13 Advanced Distance Testing 

The Testing Module is used to test the operate boundary curve of impedance relay under 
different angle, and then form the action characteristic figure automatically, such as round, 
quadrangle and ellipse type, etc., shown as the Fig. 2.13-1. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.13-1 Homepage of impedance characteristic interface 

 

 

2.13.1 Parameter description 

Scanning central point: generally to adopt half of angle of maximum sensitivity value of 

impedance relay. The scanning central point could be setup on the left top corner, 

or click the central point by mouse left key in the graph on the right. To be 

mentioned that the impedance value of relay should be acted, or it will not be 

able to test. 
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Start angle and final angle: set the scan range, namely, the start angle and final angle of 

impendence relative to the central point; 

 

Angle steps: it depends on the total amount of scanning line, the smaller angle steps is, the 

more scanning lines; 

 

Scanning radius: the semi-diameter relative to central point, and the unit is ohm. 

 

Scanning precision: the min variant step of impendence during boundary scan (Note: do 

not set the min step of impendence to big, or it will not search the action 

boundary exactly, generally use 2% of scanning semi-diameter); 

 

Pre-fault time: firstly, output the nominal quantity of state before fault simulation, namely, 

the three phase symmetric voltage and nominal quantity of no-current of 

V=Vnom, and then enter the fault state when the pre-fault time ends. For the 

nominal impendence or distance protection, generally set it as zero in order to 

speedup the testing. But sometimes, it could be set as one of the time value, like 

0.1 seconds, to test the dynamic impendence characteristics of relay, so the 

tested relay can return to the nominal state before this period of time. It is 

necessary to set time of nominal state before faults to protect the 

micro-computer, since the sudden-change quantity start mode is used and it 

needs several or over ten seconds to return. 

 

Max. fault time: the max output time of fault quantity for each fault simulation. The time 

value should be over the action time of protection relay to guarantee the 

test precision. 

 

Min action time: during the test, if the action time of relay is below the min action time, the 

action of relay will not be recognized, and it can search a lot of distance 

protection action boundary to match this time and the fault time. 

 

Example: in a triple-section distance, the action time of distance section II and distance 

section III is 0.5s and 1s respectively. In case of testing the impedance action 

characteristic, to prevent the influence of action of distance section III and distance 

section I over the boundary test, we select the fault time as 0.7s, which enable 
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distance section II to act reliably while distance section III do not act. Take min 

action time as 0.3s, and remove the influence of distance section I in order to make 

sure the result is the impedance action boundary of distance section II. 

 

 

Wire connection mode: adopt line voltage output mode for single-phase impendence relay 

test to enlarge the scope of impendence search. When the fault type are Phase 

A, B and C fault, we choose Uab, Ubc and Uca as the voltage output. If 

Vnom=80V, I=5A and zero-sequence compensation factor is zero, the max test 

impendence could reach 32 ohm (Z=2*80V/5A). 

 

Fixed value: the setup of fixed value Z1, Z2, Ph1 and Ph2 is used to define the action area 

of tested impendence relay, so that it can set the parameters of the central point 

impendence and scanning radius, etc. 

 

                             
Fig. 2.13-2   Definition of Z1, Z2, Ph1 and Ph2 

2.13.2 Test mode 

1. Choose radial scanning mode. 
2. Principle of setting scanning central point 
No matter the impendence characteristics of round or other shapes, the location of central 

point impendence value should be at the center of impendence center of relay, so the 

layout of boundary point could be more uniform. 

3. Principle of setting the scan range 
The searched area is determined by central point impendence position, scan 

semi-diameter, start and final angel of scan range, etc. Scan area should totally cover the 

impendence action area of tested impendence relay, otherwise, it may can not find some 

boundary impendence value, but the search area should not be too bigger than action area 
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to make test time very long. 

 

When the initial angle is at certain degree, the angle steps will decide the intensity of test 

line and the quantity of test points. If the radiation mode is used to test the impendence 

characteristics, it not only can be used to test the round characterized impendence action 

boundary but also other polygon or out-of-shape type, like apple type, ellipse and 

parallelogram, etc. 

 

4. Test flow 
When the test is started, the test device enters the pre-fault state (＞0) and output the 

nominalized voltage and current. Before the pre-fault state ends, firstly make the 

short-circuit impendence equal to the scan center impendence, the simulated fault of the 

internal side of area enters the short-circuit state. If the protection action takes place at this 

point, and the action time is over the min action time, the test device shall choose the 

impendence value of external side of area or start end of scan line to simulate the short 

circuit course after returning and the pre-short-circuit course. If it does protect at this point, 

there should be an action boundary in the memory of scan line. Then change the 

impendence value at 10 times of the test precision, to approach the central point along the 

scan line. If it does not protection or protect at the first point (scan central point) when the 

test starts, then there is no boundary impendence in the memory of scan line, so it will give 

up to search in this scan line to enter the next scan line. 

 

In order to save the searching time with the same test precision, choose the mode of 

impendence-turn-step to do impedance approach. Whenever each boundary value is found, 
‘ｘ’ will be marked on the corresponding scan line by system, then it continue to scan the 

impendence boundary of next angle until it finally finish within the given range. Shown as 

the Fig. 2.13-3 for whole search sequence: 
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Fig. 2.13-3 Figure of search 

5. Notes 
 

 Precision of test is not supposed to be over big, generally it is 2% of scan 

semi-diameter; 

 With regard to micro-computer protection, pre-fault time or action return time should 

be longer than the reverting time of the whole group. 

 For LZ series impendence relay: 

          Pre-fault time:      0.0s 
          Fault time:         0.2s （according to action time） 

Action return time:   0.2s 

 For WXB-11 or LFP-901 micro computer protection, etc.  

          Pre-fault time:      15.0s 
          Fault time:          0.2s （according to action time） 

Action return time:    0.0s 

 

 

 

 

2.13.3 Example 

Test task: one section of interphase impedance characteristic test of distance protection 

Protection device: GE Multilin - L90 differential protection device 
Fixed value of protection: one section of interphase impedance fixed value: 1.00Ω； 

                       one section of interphase impedance direction: 75°  

Protection Enable/Disable:  one section of Enable/Disable of distance protection 
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2.13.3.1 Test Connection 

 

1. Connect the output terminals of three-phase voltage and current of the relay test set with 

the corresponding input terminals of voltage and current of the protection relay by test wire; 

2. The trip contact of the protection device is connected with Binary Input contact A of the 

relay test set, shown as the Fig. 2.13-4. 
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Fig. 2.13-4 Connection of test 

2.13.3.2 Setup of parameter 

1. Set the central point impendence, shown as the Fig. 2.13-5. 

Select central point impedance by clicking the mouse; 

 
Fig. 2.13-5   Parameter setup of central point 

2. Set the scan parameter, shown as the Fig. 2.13-6; 

 

Fig. 2.13-6 Setup of scan parameter 
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3. Set fault parameter, shown as the Fig. 2.13-7; 

                   

 

Fig. 2.13-7 Setup of fault parameter 

4. Setup of fixed value, shown as the Fig. 2.13-8. 

                   

Fig. 2.13-8  Setup of fixed value 

 

2.13.3.3 Run the test 

Pressing Run(F1)  to run, and then save the report after the test, shown as the Fig. 

2.13-9. 
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 Fig. 

2.13-9    Test report and graph 
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2.14 Fault Playback 

This testing module can be used to play COMTRADE standard format data file and realize 
Fault Recurrence in The relay test set. 

 

 
Fig.2.14-1 Interface of Fault Recurrence 

Testing Description 
 
Use the relay test set to play the data file of COMTRADE (Common Format for Transient 
Data Exchange) format to achieve fault recurrence. Have the following Property: 
 
Playback characteristic: 
▲Support the data file of COMTRADE format 
▲Adjust the setting of output amplitude value of voltage and current of every channel in 
proportion with their percent 
▲Improve the sampling rate of playback data by interpolation counting of the original 
record data. 
▲Repeatedly playback of one-section of data by setting the times of repeating, the starting 
time and duration. 
▲Arithmetic operation of add and subtraction can be done on the same type of channel 
data to generate a new channel data by the same type of channel data. 
▲Define its output ranges for the playing data. 
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2. The data files relate to COMTRADE format 
COMTRADE format data file includes three types of files with three same names but their 
suffix name are different: direct file (*HDR) to provide users with a description sample of 
additional information in order to better understand the transient records. Direct/boot file is 
not controlled by application program. 
Configuration file (*CFG) provides the necessary information for computer program to read 
data files. Configuration file is an ASC II format file, including the following information: 
▼Channel type and channel number 
▼Station name and ID number 
▼Circuit frequency（50Hz or 60Hz） 
▼Channel name, unit and change factor 
▼Sampling rate and the number of sampling dots at the corresponding sampling rate 
▼Date and time for the first data 
▼Date and time of triggering  
▼File type（ASC II or BINARY） 
▼Data file（*DAT）contains the actual numerical value of transient data. 

 

 

2.14.1 Parameter description 

Analog Output: Output channel can be selected, and output amplitude value can be 
adjusted by the setup of the ratio of voltage to current in each channel 
Channel options: The relay test set can output four-channel voltage and three-channel 

current. Press the pull-key in the icon of channel option, all voltage channels are listed 

correspond to the voltage values; and all current channels are listed that correspond to 

current values. The each channel that corresponds to its output value will be selected or not 

according to the needs of the customers. 
 
Output setup: when testing, the waveform of voltage and current start output at the given 
moment. 
 
Max. value and min. value: display the maximum value and minimum value of the 
waveform in the chosen channel; Suppose that the recorded waveform is primary value, 
and it can set the conversion of the  primary and secondary transformer ratio on the page 
of the analog signal attributes, showing the maximum value and the minimum value of the 
conversion. 
 
 
Proportion: Output the waveform in the corresponding channel by the given proportion. If 
the maximum value and the minimum value of the channel exceed the output range of the 
relay test set, they can be further adjusted by the setup of proportion. 
Triggering condition and repeat sections: there are two kinds of triggering modes. It can 
be repeatedly played by the setup of someone section data. 
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Triggering condition 
No triggering: without external triggering condition, it will directly output according to the 
setup of waveform. 
Key-press triggering: set the wait hour, it will repeatedly output at the given interval when 
it is the wait hour; It will continuously output the subsequent waveform till user press down 
the key-press triggering. 
 
Wait hour: When choosing key-press triggering and Binary Input triggering, if the triggering 
signal is not received, the waveform will be repeatedly output by the corresponding given 
repeated interval at the hour, waiting for triggering signal.  
 
Repeat section: The setup of repeat outputting can be chosen if someone section of 
waveform is required to output repeatedly. 
 
Repeat start hour: the waveforms are output repeatedly at the time 
 
Repeat number: it is the number of repeated waveforms. 
 
Sampling rate: to display the sampling rate of the wave-recorded file, some recorded files 
lists many sampling rates; these ones will list one by one, and list the number of sampling 
points under each sampling rate. 
 
Interpolation operation: Some waveform-record files have excessive few sampling points, 
which may cause a bad continuity of the waveform when playing back. So, the output 
waveform is guaranteed through interpolation, or a wave-recording file has a number of 
sampling rates, which may be unified through interpolation. The front item interpolation of 
Newton and offset differential fitting algorithm are used for the mode of interpolation, and 
the interpolation may not be presented. First, the interpolation mode is to put the data into 
DSP to calculate interpolation, and its advantages are: no memory space occupied and 
waveform output for a long time; the drawback is the less interpolation points. Second, the 
interpolation method is calculated to interpolate by the PC, and the advantages are more 
interpolation points and good waveform; the drawbacks are the memory space occupied 
and short time for playing. 
Note: When a wave-recording file has a number of sampling rates, they must be unified 
into the same sampling rate to play, at this time only the second method can be used to 
interpolate by the waveform with the most of sampling rates. 
After interpolating, the sampling rate and the longest output time will be automatically 
calculated by the sampling rate and interpolation points with the software. 
 
Waveform processing View: the view of the graphical recorded data of COMTRADE 
format, on this basis, the waveform data of each channel can be set and edited, while 
providing convenient analysis tool on waveform to obtain the detailed information. 

2.14.2 Operation of Fault Recurrence 

To do fault recurrence (Trans playback) to realize these functions: the analysis of fault 

waveform, cut new channel, add new channel etc., as shown in the Fig. 

4.22-2.
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Fig. 2.14-2 The operation after importing the fault files 

Visual brief 
： The icon of the analysis of fault waveform 

：The icon of time info of fault waveform, click to spring out the textbox as shown in the 

Fig.2.14-3 

 
Fig. 2.14-3 Time info of fault waveform   

 

Automatically work out the fault waveform time between two time icons by changing Time A, 

Time B. 

：Add the icon for new channel, click to spring out the textbox as shown below in the Fig. 

2.14.4  
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Fig. 2.14-4 Adding new channels 

Add the icon for new channel, must input the name of the channel, the type of channel, to 

set the coefficient K1, K2, and with the combination of counting formula, to decide the 

relationship among new channel, channel 1 and channel 2 

 

：The icon to cut waveform 

：The icon to fall back 

2.14.3 Example (online test) 

Test task: play back the record wave file of COMTRADE format 

Wave-recording file: 0756.CFG fault record wave file 

 
Test Steps: 
1．Connect Relay test set and PC 

2. Import record wave file like Fig. 2.14-5 

 

 
Fig. 2.14-5 import fault file and load data 

3. Select fault channel: select the needful fault channel among the corresponding output 

channels like Fig. 2.14-6 and 2.14-7. 
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Fig. 2.14-6 Select fault channel 

    

 
Fig. 2.14-7 Select fault channel  

4. Set up the output ratio of every channel like Fig. 2.14-8 
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Fig. 2.14-8 Channel output ratio setup 

 

5. Set up output waveform 

 

Play back the fault by Click◆ Run(F1) .Considering the Prefault time is very short and the 

protection device can not be reverted in time, so select ‘key-press trigger’ in the box of 

triggering condition and wait for the reversion of protection relay. 

In order to record the action time precisely during the test, click ◆  to open time 

information in the icon of waveform analysis tool , then move time scale A to 

make it correspond to fault starting time (display the time with corresponding time scale A 

in time information), and set up the data playback hour according to the corresponding 

time.  
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Fig. 2.14-9  Fault waveform analysis  

6. Play back the waveform. Inspect the protection connection, observe protection actions 

and analyze the waveform. 
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